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Geophysical limits to global wind power
Kate Marvel1 *, Ben Kravitz2 and Ken Caldeira2
There is enough power in Earth’s winds to be a primary
source of near-zero-emission electric power as the global
economy continues to grow through the twenty-first century.
Historically, wind turbines are placed on Earth’s surface, but
high-altitude winds are usually steadier and faster than nearsurface winds, resulting in higher average power densities1 .
Here, we use a climate model to estimate the amount of
power that can be extracted from both surface and highaltitude winds, considering only geophysical limits. We find
wind turbines placed on Earth’s surface could extract kinetic
energy at a rate of at least 400 TW, whereas high-altitude wind
power could extract more than 1,800 TW. At these high rates
of extraction, there are pronounced climatic consequences.
However, we find that at the level of present global primary
power demand (∼18 TW; ref. 2), uniformly distributed wind
turbines are unlikely to substantially affect the Earth’s climate.
It is likely that wind power growth will be limited by economic
or environmental factors, not global geophysical limits.
Here, we quantify geophysical limits to wind power by applying
additional drag forces that remove momentum from the atmosphere in a global climate model. We perform simulations in which
drag is applied to either the near-surface environment or the entire
atmosphere, and analyse consequences for the atmospheric kinetic
energy budget and climate. When small amounts of additional drag
are added to the atmosphere, the rate of kinetic energy extraction
(KEE) increases. However, in the limit of infinite drag, the
atmosphere is motionless and there is no kinetic energy to extract.
This suggests that there must be some amount of added drag that
maximizes KEE. We refer to this maximum KEE as the geophysical
limit to global wind power. Here, we consider only geophysical
limitations, not technical or economic constraints on wind power.
The large-scale climate impacts of increased surface drag have
been considered in previous studies. In an idealized global climate
model, surface friction was uniformly increased across the globe,
and this was found to decrease atmospheric kinetic energy and shift
eddy-driven mid-latitude jets polewards3 . In a general circulation
model with specified sea surface temperatures, altered surface
drag and modified surface roughness height over selected regions,
caused slight increases in global surface temperatures4 . This effect
was also observed when land-surface roughness was increased
in a climate model incorporating a mixed-layer ocean5 . Other
studies have investigated the wind anomaly patterns produced by
isolated regions of increased surface roughness6 ; and estimated
wind resource potential over land that was not ice-covered7 .
However, these studies focused solely on increased surface drag.
The effects of increased drag in the interior of the atmosphere
have been studied8 where a drag term was added to regions of
the atmosphere where wind speeds exceeded a cutoff velocity.
Unfortunately, aspects of that work make their results difficult to
interpret. For example, they include wake turbulence in a term
that involves momentum transfer to the turbine blades despite the
fact that there is no such momentum transfer in the wake and

introduce a frictional parameter with units that are difficult to
reconcile with their equations.

Results
Limits on wind power availability. We differentiate among three
types of kinetic energy loss represented in the CAM3.5 model9 :
• Viscous dissipation refers to the rate at which work is done by
viscosity of air in converting mean and turbulent kinetic energy to
internal energy through heat.
• Roughness dissipation refers to the rate at which pre-existing
surface momentum sinks such as the land or ocean surface dissipate
kinetic energy.
• KEE refers to the removal of kinetic energy caused by momentum
loss to the added momentum sinks. In the case of wind turbines,
the kinetic energy would be converted to mechanical or electrical
energy, most of which would ultimately be dissipated as heat. In
our simulations, this heat is dissipated locally. Drag added to the
atmosphere has important secondary consequences: the velocity
change and associated velocity gradients may affect both roughness
and viscous dissipation. Here, KEE refers only to the rate of transfer
of kinetic energy to added momentum sinks.
The parameter we introduce to vary additional drag is ρArea : the
effective extraction area per unit volume, discussed in Methods
and Supplementary Section SA.1. Figure 1a shows KEE as a
function of ρArea for cases where drag has been added to the
near-surface layers (cases labelled SL(n)) and whole atmosphere
(cases labelled WA(n)). (See also Supplementary Fig. SA.1a for
the results on logarithmic scales.) As expected for low values
of added drag, increasing extraction area increases KEE, that is,
(d(KEE)/dρArea ) > 0. At the geophysical limit to global wind power,
(d(KEE)/dρArea ) = 0. As shown in Fig. 1b, for both the near-surface
and whole-atmosphere cases we approach but do not reach this
limit. Therefore, the geophysical limits exceed the maximum KEE
values found in our study for both cases.
Figure 1b shows the depletion of atmospheric kinetic energy
as a function of KEE. We find that for every additional watt
dissipated by drag added in the near-surface cases, total atmospheric
kinetic energy decreases by 80 kJ, whereas each additional watt
dissipated in the whole-atmosphere cases decreases atmospheric
kinetic energy by 400 kJ.
From Fig. 1a,b we can infer that the geophysical limit on wind
power availability is greater than 428 TW in the surface-only cases,
and greater than 1,873 TW in the whole-atmosphere cases. These
lower bounds on geophysical limits on airborne wind power exceed
the present global primary energy demand of 18 TW by factors
greater than 20 and 100, respectively. The results from all cases are
summarized in Supplementary Table SA1.
Kinetic energy production and the atmospheric heat engine.
In steady state, net kinetic energy dissipation is balanced by
net kinetic energy production. Furthermore, in the atmosphere,
kinetic energy is produced by conversion of available potential
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Figure 2 | Zonal mean departures for cases extracting 428–429 TW from
atmospheric winds, expressed as departures from zonal mean values in
the control case. The red lines are for the SL(5) case with an effective areal
density of added drag of 104 m2 km−3 . The blue lines are for the WA(7.63)
case with an effective areal density of added drag of 24.3 m2 km−3 .
a, Temperature departures in K. b, Precipitation departures as a percentage
of control simulation values. These figures represent results for kinetic
energy extractions levels that exceed energy demands from civilization by
more than a factor of 20.
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Figure 1 | Global results for climate model simulations with drag added
near the surface and throughout the whole atmosphere. The horizontal
axis for all panels is the global total amount of KEE. a, Areal density of
effective drag added needed to produce the specified amount of global
total KEE. b, Atmospheric kinetic energy decreases nearly linearly with KEE.
c, The production rate of atmospheric kinetic energy is relatively insensitive
to added surface drag but increases by about 0.8 W for each watt of KEE.
d, Total poleward atmospheric heat transport is not markedly affected by
added drag, except when very large amounts of drag are added to the
atmosphere in the whole-atmosphere cases. e, Global average temperature
decreases markedly in the whole-atmosphere cases.

energy. Therefore, sustained increases in net dissipation imply
increases in net production of available potential energy and
conversion to kinetic energy.
Figure 1c shows the total rate of dissipation (the sum of viscous
dissipation, roughness dissipation and KEE) as a function of KEE.

For the near-surface cases, there is little change in total atmospheric
dissipation. However, in the whole-atmosphere cases, for every
watt increase of KEE due to added drag cases, total atmospheric
kinetic energy production increases by ∼0.8 W. The near-linear
relationship between added dissipation and total dissipation holds
until the KEE in the whole atmosphere exceeds ∼1,600 TW.
Beyond this value, increases in KEE result in declines in net
kinetic energy production.
Figure 1d depicts the net atmospheric energy transport from
low latitudes with net atmospheric energy gain to high latitudes
with net atmospheric energy loss. To a large extent, atmospheric
energy transports must adjust such that energy is transported in
steady-state from regions of net energy accumulation to regions of
net energy loss. When drag is added near the surface alone, high
KEE does cause some decrease in net poleward energy transport. For
the whole-atmosphere cases, however, net energy transport remains
approximately constant until KEE exceeds ∼1,600 TW, after which
it declines sharply.
Climate impacts. Figure 1e indicates that uniformly applied surface drag has a slight warming effect, consistent with previous
studies4,5,10 . However, we find that whole-atmosphere drag can have
a large surface cooling effect as KEE approaches the geophysical
limit. If we assume that the effects of extracting kinetic energy scale
linearly at extraction rates less than 429 TW, then satisfying global
energy demand with uniformly distributed wind turbines would
cause a global mean temperature increase of 0.03 K for near-surface
wind turbines, and a global mean decrease of 0.007 K for turbines
distributed throughout the atmosphere.
Figure 2 shows zonal mean temperature change and percentage
change in zonal mean precipitation for cases SL(5) and WA(7.63),
each of which have approximately the same globally integrated
KEE (428 TW and 429 TW, respectively). Zonal mean temperature
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Figure 3 | Circulation changes from large-scale kinetic energy extraction. The left column shows the meridional mass overturning stream function, in
1010 kg m s−1 for (from top to bottom) the selected cases, control, SL(5), WA(7.63) and WA(5). Cases SL(5) and WA(5) were chosen because they are
our lower-bound estimates of near-surface and whole-atmosphere maximum KEE rates at 428 TW and 1,873 TW, respectively. WA(7.63) was chosen as a
whole-atmosphere case that has a similar KEE (429 TW) to the SL(5) case. The right column shows zonal mean wind speeds for (from top to bottom) the
control, SL(5), WA(7.63) and WA(5). Cases SL(5) and WA(5) have added drag with areal density 104 m2 km−3 in the near-surface and whole atmosphere,
respectively. Case WA(7.63) has added drag with areal density 24.3 m2 km−3 in the whole atmosphere.

changes in these cases are of the order of 1 K and percentage
changes in zonal mean precipitation are of the order of 10%. This
suggests that, at the scale of global energy demand, uniformly
distributed wind power would produce zonal mean temperature
changes of ∼0.1 K and changes in zonal mean precipitation of
∼1% (see Supplementary Section SA2). Thus, reliance on widely
distributed wind turbines as an energy source is unlikely to have a
substantial climate impact.
Circulation changes. Many quantities shown in Fig. 1 scale nearly
linearly with KEE at rates less than ∼1,600 TW. Our results suggest
that the breakdown of this linear relationship above ∼1,600 TW
is due to a regime shift in the atmospheric circulation. Figure 3
shows the meridional overturning stream function for four cases:
the control run, SL(5), WA(7.63) and WA(5). SL(5) and WA(5)
are chosen because they represent the maximum simulated KEE for
near-surface-alone and whole-atmosphere drag, respectively. The
meridional overturning stream function for the SL(5) seems similar
to that of the control simulation. The stream function for WA(7.63)
is less similar, despite the similar amount of KEE. In particular,
the downward branches of the Hadley cells shift polewards. In the
extreme case of WA(5) the Hadley cells extend to the poles, and
poleward heat transport is carried out in each hemisphere by a single
120

large cell. As discussed in Supplementary Section SA3, similar effects
have been observed in numerical and laboratory experiments in
which the viscosity of the atmosphere is increased or the Earth’s
rotation rate is decreased11–14 .
The right-hand column of Fig. 3 shows zonal mean wind
speed as a function of latitude and pressure. The control case
has global mass-weighted average wind speeds of 18.5 m s−1 and
pronounced mid-latitude jets at around 200 mb. SL(5) shows a
similar pattern, with global average wind speeds of 17.9 m s−1 ,
but near-surface winds are reduced by ∼30% (see Fig. 1h).
Mean wind speeds in WA(7.63) are 15.7 m s−1 , and the upper
level jets weaken, particularly in the Northern Hemisphere. In
the extreme whole-atmosphere case WA(5), mean wind speeds
decrease precipitously to 3.1 m s−1 .

Discussion and conclusions
In this study, we establish lower bounds on the maximum rate at
which kinetic energy may be extracted from the atmosphere by
added momentum sinks. Using a climate model, we simulate this
extraction by adding drag to the near-surface layers alone, and to
the WA(n). We find that when drag is added uniformly to the nearsurface environment, it is possible to extract kinetic energy at rates
exceeding 428 TW, whereas when drag is added uniformly through-
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out the entire atmosphere the lower bound exceeds 1,873 TW. The
present total global power demand is ∼18 TW (ref. 2).
We find that civilization-scale reliance on wind power, if
uniformly distributed, might change zonal mean temperature by
∼0.1 K and zonal mean precipitation by ∼1%. Consistent with
previous literature, we find that large-scale near-surface KEE has
a small surface warming effect, whereas whole-atmosphere KEE
has a cooling effect. In both cases we observe a decrease in global
average precipitation.
If the Earth were not rotating, atmospheric mass would
accelerate down pressure gradients, rapidly converting available
potential energy to kinetic energy. In contrast, on a rotating
Earth with an atmosphere with zero viscosity, apparent Coriolis
forces would balance pressure gradient forces and flows would
be geostrophic (that is, along surfaces of constant pressure), with
no conversion of potential to kinetic energy. Added drag forces
cause atmospheric flows to depart further from geostrophy, and
thus permit more rapid conversion of available potential energy
to kinetic energy (see Supplementary Information). Increased net
kinetic energy production can be sustained only by increased
net production of available potential energy (APE). Increased
production of APE results from increased diabatic heating of warm
air masses or decreased diabatic heating of cool air masses. In our
simulations, the area of snow- and ice-covered land expands as
KEE increases. One source of increased production of APE in these
simulations is the decreased diabatic heating over these newly snowand ice-covered regions.
To obtain limits on the rate at which kinetic energy may be
extracted from the atmosphere, we consider only the idealized
cases in which drag is uniformly applied. We show that roughly
equivalent amounts of KEE have different consequences for the
Earth’s climate and general circulation, depending on whether the
extraction is confined to the near-surface or is applied throughout
the whole atmosphere. This strongly suggests that our results
would be different had we restricted this drag by applying it to
high-velocity winds, to certain geographical regions or to specified
vertical levels. Future work will investigate these cases, and will
establish geophysical limits on wind power extraction in more
realistic contexts. However, it seems that the future of wind energy
will be determined by economic, political and technical constraints,
rather than global geophysical limits.

Methods
All simulations were performed using the National Center for Atmospheric
Research Community Atmosphere Model, Version 3.5 (CAM3.5) in a configuration
with a mixed-layer ocean with specified ocean heat transport15 . The model
resolution was 2◦ in latitude by 2.5◦ in longitude with 26 levels in the vertical
dimension. All simulations were integrated for 100 years. Simulations approach a
stationary state on the timescale of decades; the final 60 years of each simulation
were used for analysis.
A series of simulations (labelled SL(n)) were performed with drag added
to the two lowest model layers, schematically representing ground-based wind
turbines, with effective extraction areas per unit volume of atmosphere of
ρArea = 10−n m−1 for n = {5,5.5,...8.5,9}. Another series of simulations (labelled
WA(n)) had drag forces applied throughout the whole atmosphere using the
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same values of ρArea . Note that these simulations correspond to effective drag
areas ranging from one square metre per cubic kilometre of model atmosphere
(the n = 9 cases) to 10,000 m2 km−3 (n = 5). Two further simulations were
performed: a control run with ρArea = 0, and a simulation labelled WA(7.63)
with effective drag area 23.4 m2 km−3 , designed to yield a global average KEE rate
similar to the SL(5) case.
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